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   Title Time Place Description Category Organiser 
1 "Water Illusions" 23:00, 23:20, 23:40, 

00:00, 00:20, 00:40, 
01:00, 01:20, 01:40 

Neris river near the 
White bridge 

"Water Illusions" - unique video and laser images right on the water. During the 
performance the "Video architects" team will create and manage a new 
"dimension" where the structure, the colour and the emotion intertwine. 
- Look at a water drop and you will see the whole world -  

Visual arts „Video 
architects" 

2 The circus show 
"APESAR" (France) 

21:00 - 21:25, 22:30 
- 22:55 

Vilnius Picture 
Gallery Courtyard 
(Didžioji str. 4) 

A French-Brazilian circus company "SÔLTA" was established by Tom Prôneur and 
Alluana Ribeiro.  
In 2014, their first project - a circus show "APESAR" - was born. It tells a story 
about a couple, which despite all the little everyday things - their routine, their 
laughs, their dreams, their catastrophes - remain together, and create a fantastic 
universe, filled with circus elements, hand stands, juggling and acrobatics. 
The project is partially funded by the Lithuanian Council of Culture and The 
Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Lithuania. 

Other „SÔLTA 
kompanija", 
Prancūzų 
institutas, „Kiti 
krantai" 

3 “Humming around 
and around...” 
Audiovisual 
installation by 
GERTJAN ADEMA 
(The Netherlands) 

19:00 - 19:20, 20:00 
- 20:20, 21:00 - 
21:20, 23:00 - 
23:30, 00:00 - 00:30 

Theatre, Music and 
Film Museum's 
Courtyard (Vilnius 
str. 41)    

The combination of humming tops and live music gives a circus-like ambiance and 
evokes nostalgia of the childhood games. The endless rotation of tops with 
corresponding music creates a melancholic mood and symbolises the repetition of 
seasons and slipping away of time. A transparent top with pulsating and dazzling 
lights gives its surrounding an enchanting ambiance. A menacing spinning top with 
dark sounds and heavier music creates a threatening ambiance. 
Musicians: Gertjan Adema (guitar), Vincenzo Castellana (percussion). 

Interdisciplinary 
art 

Gertjan Adema 
(Nyderlandai), 
„Kultūros naktis" 

4 HURyCan (Spain) 
dance performance 
„TE ODIERO” 

21:30 - 21:45, 23:00 
- 23:15 

Daukantas square    “Te Odiero” is a research process of personal and physical expressivity. This piece 
represents the meeting point between love and exasperation, which boost 
romantic relationship and lead to sentimental ups and downs. A place where 
movements and desires clash with the clumsiness of the bodies they inhabit. 
Confrontation and union merge and the performers embark upon a dazzling dance 
that is both volatile and uniting. 

Dance HURyCAN 
(Ispanija),  
„Kultūros naktis" 

5 The stage of the 
Northern countries 

20:30 - 01:00 Courtyard of the 
Presidential Palace 
(S. Daukantas 
square 3)    

For the fourth subsequent year the most popular outdoor stage of the festival will 
be built in an inner courtyard of the Presidential Palace. This year it is devoted to 
the cultures of the Northern countries - the program by Finnish composer Jan 
Sibelius and Edvard Grieg will be performed by a violinist Paulina Daukšytė 
accompanied by a pianist Andrius Vasiliauskas, Norwegian folk‘n‘roll band "The 
Publiners" will play their best songs for the night visitors and the main accent of 
the evening will be the excerpts of the Danish dance and theater performance 
"The Black Diamond" considered to be a Scandinavian pearl. Choreographer Tim 
Rushton is returning to the abstract universe through this performance by 
emphasizing the form and aesthetics. The dance is strict and bounded like a sharp 
multifaceted diamond. 

Music Suomijos 
ambasada, 
Norvegijos 
ambasada, 
Danijos 
ambasada, 
Šiaurės ministrų 
tarybos biuras 
Lietuvoje, 
„Kultūros naktis" 
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 6 "Haunted air" 20:00 - 20:30, 23:00 
- 23:30 

The march from the 
Cathedral Square to 
the Town hall 
Square down the 
Pilies street    

All the clocks had stopped. A void out of time. And here they are - looking out and 
holding themselves still - holding still at that point where two worlds join – the 
familiar and the other.” David Lynch Macnas is an award-winning company which 
energise audiences with interactive performances at festivals and celebrations 
around the globe, bringing stunning large-scale images and brilliant chaos to the 
streets. When the lights are out Macnas performers comes out to play, bringing 
the audience on an immersive journey of freaky fun. This Macnas performance is 
supported by Culture Ireland, Embassy of Ireland Lithuania and Vilnius City 
Municipality. 

Other „Kultūros 
naktis“, Airijos 
Respublikos 
ambasada 

7 Sounding Palace of 
the Grand Dukes of 
Lithuania 

17:00 - 00:00 Palace of the Grand 
Dukes of Lithuania 
(Cathedral sq. 4)    

18:00–23:00 History vs. Sleep / History Against Sleep Free entrance to permanent 
exhibitions at the Palace of the Grand Dukes of Lithuania and surprising stories 
before sleep! Free entrance to the museum. Last visitors accepted at 22:00. 17:00-
24:00 The concert programme "Sounding Palace of the Grand Dukes of Lithuania" 

Music Nacionalinis 
muziejus 
Lietuvos 
Didžiosios 
Kunigaikštystės 
valdovų rūmai 

8 "LRT OPUS STAGE" 18:00 - 02:00  Summer Terrace 
(Vilnius str. 39) 

“LRT Opus” stage pulsating with the rhythms of quality music invites the visitors to 
the performances of Lithuanian and foreign artists. Live concerts of such bands 
and singers as "ba", "jama&W", "Deeper Upper", "Condor Avenue", "Glasshous", 
"The Roop", "Sisters on Wire" and "Slippery Slope" (Estonia) are waiting for you in 
the hip music space – the Summer Terrace. 

Music Anatolijus 
Chudoba 

9 "Bridge Under the 
Bridge" 

18:00 - 02:00  Žvėrynas Pedestrian 
Bridge 

“Bridge under the Bridge” – a light installation by Linas Kutavičius (lightforms.lt). A 
shining bridge will join the nature and city, nature and technologies. Musical 
background under the bridge will be created by performers of electronic music 
“Sraunus” and “Girių Dvasios”, DJs Deneez, Noruišis, Direktorius and others. 

Interdisciplinary 
art 

MB „Šviesos 
formos'“ 

10 "Microscope" 19:00 - 01:00 Foot of Bekesas Hill    “Microscope” is an interactive light, sound and video installation which invites 
people to look deeper into the invisible and secret micro world and gives to the 
visitors an opportunity to feel closer to the nature. 

Visual arts Urtė Milda 
Širvinskaitė 

11 Light Installation 
"Reflections" 

22:00 - 02:00  Park of Ponds; 
Maironio / Kūdrų 
str.    

The Užupis Pond Park is going to light up with new colours. All 3 ponds will be 
connected by one concept – water reflections. A floating object together with its 
reflection will create an illusion of levitation. The relationship between the reality 
and reflection, real and unreal, the sky and the ground, will be revealed. 

Visual arts „M4“ kūrybinė 
grupė 

12 "The Light of Vilnelė" 22:00 - 02:00 From FLUXUS 
bridge to Užupio 
bridge 

The Light of Vilnelė is a series of installations designed by the students of Vilnius 
Design Department, together with their professors and the light installation 
specialist Andrius Ciplijauskas. The installations will be displayed in open air, 
outdoors and in the water. 

Interdisciplinary 
art 

VšĮ „Kūrybinės 
dirbtuvės 
Beepart“  
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 13 David Černý "The 
hanging man" (Czech 
Republic) 

18:00 - 02:00 Facade of the 
"Novotel" hotel 
(Gediminas av. 16) 

In 1997, a well-known Czech artist - David Černý - created a sculpture „The hanging 
man“ – a 220 cm sculpture of a human hanging from the roof on one hand. The 
main intention of the artist was to convey a certain emotional state: to show a 
human lost in the modern world and feeling hopeless. Does the hope still exist and 
he can still come back on top of the roof? „The hanging man“ was first showed in 
Prague, and after that has visited Chicago, Michigan, South Korea, Germany and 
this year it will question the human existence during the „Culture night“. The 
sculpture will be unveiled by David Černý himself. Don‘t miss this chance, because 
the sculpture will only stay in Vilnius until 6 July. 

Visual arts Čekijos 
Respublikos 
ambasada 
Vilniuje  

14 Family area 18:00 – 00:00   Bernardinai Garden Once again, for the third time in a row, festival’s „Family area“ will invite the little 
visitors of the festival and their parents to come and enjoy the evening with 
culture. After going through the gate, you will be thrown into a pool of fun games 
and activities: various workshops, music and theatre performances, screenings of 
animation, orientation games, etc 

 Other „Kultūros naktis" 

15 "Gipsies Are Found in 
the Culture Night" 
(Serbia, Poland, 
Lithuania) 

21:00 - 01:00  Near the Vilnius 
Bastion (near 
Subačiaus str.)  

The legendary film “Gypsies Are Found Near Heaven” was filmed in Vilnius, near 
the Bastion Hill, 40 years ago and this year it will be honoured by the concert of 
"gypsy / Balkan" DJ stars "ShazaLaKazoo" from Belgrade (Serbia), a unique voice 
vocalist Megitza from Poland and the hero of all hottest “world” parties in Vilnius - 
"Baltic Balkan DJs". 

Music „Baltic Balkan" / 
VšĮ 
„Interaktyvios 
kultūros 
centras“ 

16 "The Laser Forest" 22:00 - 00:00 The courtyard of 
"Floor" (Vilnius str. 
33)    

„A "Laser Forest" will grow in the courtyard of “Floor” and the Ministry of Health. 
Surrounded by fog and fractured visual figures the space of the courtyard will be 
filled with tetrahedrons, hexagons and basic pyramids. Those longing for mystery 
and intimate visualization are especially welcome. The others are just welcome. 

Visual arts „CRACKSTUDIO_
" 

17 "PIANO.LT summer 
terrace" 

19:00 - 01:00  "PIANO.LT" terrace 
(Trakai str. 9/1)    

"PIANO.LT terrace" will vibrate with the sounds of blues and jazz. A cozy 
atmosphere will be created by the students of Vilnius College and their musical 
performances and the bands "Mankur", "Dainotas Varnas and the Whoop band" 
and "Up2date". 

Music „PIANO.LT" 

18 "It sounds, beams, 
shines and invites us 
to dance"  

22:00 - 02:00 "Pavilion" (Pylimo 
str. 21B)  

Magically shining decorations created by the "Temple Creations" team will create 
a slightly mysterious atmosphere and "DiHaj" (Azerbaijan), "Elektroninis kiras", 
"MOVO" and "GAN" will present the music programme consisting of considerably 
miraculous sounds. 

Interdisciplinary 
art 

„Gėlių 
Paviljonas" 
(Augustinas 
Beinaravičius), 
„Temple 
creations" 

19 The "Cello Goblin 
show" (USA) 

23:00 - 00:30  Town Hall (Didžioji 
str. 31)    

An impressive musical performance of Rushad Eggleston, a “Grammy” nominee 
and virtuoso of the modern cello, in which the artist will tell you incredible stories 
accompanied by the sounds of cello and “wild jazz” vocal. 

Music VšĮ Violončelės 
mokykla 

http://piano.lt/
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 20 "no pain no game" 
(Germany) 

18:00 - 22:00 "Contemporary Art 
Centre" (Vokiečių 
str. 2)    

18:00 Opening of the exhibition "No Pain No Game" at "CAC" together with the 
"Goethe Institute". It is an interactive computer game that punishes for all the 
mistakes with pain… The audience will also see a giant architectural object called 
"Narrow House" by E. Wurm and the installation "Tileables", a mosaic of 3D 
pattern decorated ceramic tiles, by N. Beier. 

Visual arts Šiuolaikinio 
meno centras; 
Goethe's 
institutas 

21 Fire Show "A Tale 
of..." 

22 val., 23 val., 24 
val., trukmė - 15 
min. 

Craftsmen Market 
square at Pilies str. 

Fire show “A Tale of…” - is a story about feelings, based on the folk-tale about how 
the Sun and the Moon could not share their daughter – the Earth. Busy with our 
own duties we forget those who are around us. Harmony is possible only if 
everyone found balance. In the end, we can only leave an ellipsis, because 
everyone feels and sees differently. Let it be like that. 

Theatre „Vilniaus 
senamiesčio 
teatras" 

22 Street Theatre Play 
"The Birth and Death 
of democracy Or Tir 
de la libertad" 

23:00 - 00:00   V. Kudirka square "The Birth and Death of Democracy" Or "Tir de la Libertad" is an interactive street 
theatre performance. A secret group of partisans is selecting new people, i.e. the 
new guerrillas, for the fight with the evil and vices existing in our society. 

Theatre Všį „Blogi“ 

23 "The Game of 
Darkness" 

20:00 - 21:35 Lithuanian State 
Youth Theatre, Hall 
99 (Arklių str. 5)    

The Lithuanian State Youth Theatre invites the visitors of the “Culture Night” to 
see a play “The Game of Darkness”. The play, by an American playwright Carlos 
Murillo, was created on the basis of a true story, which took place in the United 
Kingdom, starting on the Internet and ending in a police station. 

Theatre „Valstybinis 
jaunimo teatras“ 

24 One-Person Play 
"UFO" (in Russian) 

19:00 - 21:30  The Great Hall of 
the Russian Drama 
Theatre of Lithuania 
(J. Basanavičius str. 
13) 

You will hear the stories about the contacts with alien civilizations, people who 
have experienced another reality which has changed their lives forever. During the 
play you will hear mystical rhythms of a “hang drum” (percussion) and unearthly 
atmosphere will be created by the sounds of music of the Jew’s harps. 

Theatre Lietuvos rusų 
dramos teatras 

25 Play for Adults "The 
Route" 

19:00 - 20:45 Vilnius theatre 
"Lėlė" (Arklių str. 5)    

Vilnius theatre “Lėlė” presents its newest play for adults: “The Route”. It is a 
collage of the news columns, anecdotal mystifications, city legends and author’s 
fantasies presenting a critical point of view to the social, cultural and political 
landscape of Vilnius in which the action is in one or another way related to a single 
well-known "Creature". 

Theatre Vilniaus teatras 
„Lėlė“ 

26 "25 Years of Oskaras 
Koršunovas Theatre. 
Monologues" 

18:00 - 21:00  OKT Studio 
(Ašmenos str. 8) 

The best monologues will be remembered: from the first trilogy of Oskaras 
Koršunovas on the basis of “OBERIU” to the newest trilogy “Hamlet – The Lower 
Depths – The Seagull”, from the chrestomathic “To be, or not to be” by Darius 
Meškauskas to a chrestomathic in its own way: “Where the &#*&+ did you come 
from?” by Vaidotas Martinaitis in the play “Playing the Victim”. 

Theatre „OKT“; Vilniaus 
miesto teatras 

27 The Play "All about 
Eve" 

19:00 - 21:00 Pranciškonai Palace 
(Trakų str. 9/1)  

Theatre "MI" invites to a moving, romantic and sexual play "All About Eve". 
According to the creators, the play is a “confession of love to a Woman”. If this 
feeling is genuine, during these 2 hours you will witness tears, hopelessness and 
laughter. Registration required. 

Teatras VšĮ „Teatro 
Studija MI11“ 
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 28 Poetic monodrama 
"Kelionė" ("The trip") 

19:00 - 20:00 Culture bar "Kablys" 
(Kauno str. 5) 

The actress Donata Kielaite is inviting the visitors of "Culture Night" to accompany 
her on the journey through life and poetry in search for love. The poetic 
monodrama "Kelionė" ("The trip"), based on the poetry of J. Vaičiūnaitė will be 
performed in the Culture bar "Kablys", 19 June, 20:00. 

Teatras Donata Kielaitė 

29 “From … isms to 
Ubism” (The March 
of King Ubu through 
Vilnius to Europe…) 

21:00 - 22:30  K.Sirvydo square - 
Pilies str. - The 
Cathedral sq. - 
Gedimino av. - 
Lukiškių sq.    

“Peace to the world! This is the teaching of the great King Ubu!” With these words 
Papa Ubu, Mama Ubu, Captain Bordure and other characters of the play by Alfred 
Jarry will march through Vilnius centre and will invite the citizens and visitors to 
join. The balance between fantasy and reality is the essence of this march. 

Teatras VšĮ „Avilio 
teatras“, LMTA 
ir  VDA studentai  

30 "Masters of Calm" 19:00 - 23:00  Žemaitės square "Masters of Calm" festival is moving to the city for one night in order to engage 
the citizens into a four-hour cultural trip through theatre, music, poetry and 
improvisation. The main purpose of this trip is to find answers to constantly 
emerging, every day, deep, funny, global, weird, and human questions. 

Theatre „Masters of 
Calm“ 

31 Play, Detective 
Commedy "8 Loving 
Women" 

19:00 - 21:30 Vilnius Garrison 
Officer Club 
"Karininkų ramovė" 
(Pamėnkalnio str. 
13) 

The "New Disability Theatre" heartily invites you to see a play, a contemporary 
detective comedy "8 Loving Women" by Robert Thomas (director Angelė 
Šakalienė). The performance will take place on 19 June, 2015 (Friday) 19:00 in the 
premises of the Vilnius Garrison Officers Club “Karininkų ramovė” (Pamėnkalnio 
str. 13). Please, register by e-mail: nntvadyba@gmail.com. 

Theatre Neįgaliųjų 
„Naujasis 
teatras" 

32 Play "The Last Court" 23:27 - 00:02  Eastern foot of 
Gediminas Hill  

Avant-garde, minimalist piece lasting only for 35 minutes is created in a way not to 
grow too long for the audience. The themes of alienation, emigration, fear, love, 
identity, sexuality, racism, Euro introduction, hope, war, tolerance, existence and 
other are disclosed in the play. 

Theatre Trupė „Meno 
Kiaušai“ 

33 Mono-performance 
„Words Words 
Words“ - an 
experiment of 
creation comedy  

21:00 - 22:00 "Mint Vinetu" (Šv. 
Ignoto str. 16) 

What was the first word? Why is inspiration missing when there is a deadly need 
for it? How did Hamlet talk? Noone can avoid encountering sets of questions with 
no answers and the crises of creativity. It invites a spectator to the most intimate 
space for a writer and the most naked young minds devoted to the art. A student 
poet will, by trying to get a word out of himself by various means and searching for 
the source of inspiration, raise questions to the spectator on the nature of the 
Creator, the sacrifice of the One who creates, the fear for the Authority etc. "The 
most important thing is to rip it out of yourself, to find it inside yourself..." - A 
Poet. 

Theatre Povilas 
Makauskas, 
Gabija 
Urniežiūtė 

34 “The Night of Electric 
Insects” - a project of 
the String Quartet 
"Chordos" 

21:00 – 22:15 Vilnius Academy of 
Art, Gothic Hall 
(Maironio str. 6)    

G. Crumb "Black Angels", S. Reich "Different Trains", E. Medekšaitė "Panchami" 
played by one of the main performers of the contemporary music – the string 
quartet “Chordos”. A video and light installation made for this project will create a 
special and mystical atmosphere and cover us with experiences and states 
recorded in music. 

Music Styginių 
kvartetas 
„Chordos" 
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 35 "Moment Pretty Here 
Remain!" 

21:00 - 22:00  The Town Hall 
(Didžioji str. 31)    

"Moment Pretty Here Remain" is a chamber music concert, which guides the 
audience through various epochs, from Baroque to contemporary, with the sounds 
of voices and grand piano. Ieva Filipkauskaitė (soprano), Dalia Rukšėnaitė (mezzo 
soprano) and Lauryna Lankutytė (piano) invite you to enjoy the musical meeting. 

Music Dalia Rukšėnaitė 

36 „4Carmen“ 21:30 - 22:50   "Credit24 ARENA" 
(Upės str., by the 
White Bridge)    

It is a story about love, frustration and dreams with the music from the opera 
“Carmen” by G. Bizet. "4 Carmen" and its 4 directors will show you 4 different 
images of femme fatale. You will hear the most beautiful melodies of “Carmen” 
and "Credit24 ARENA", located by the White Bridge, will transfer you to the night 
corrida. 

Music Všį „Artisopera“  

37 Mass by Antoine 
Brumel "Et terrae e 
motto" 

23:00 - 00:00  St. Ignotas Church 
(Šv. Ignoto str. 6) 

Antoine Brumel mass “Et terrae e motto”. Choir: “Brevis”. Choir master: Gintautas 
Venislovas. Multimedia: Darius Stabinskas. Antoine Brumel, who died 500 years 
ago, is considered to be a mysterious genius of the Renaissance. The "Earthquake" 
mass is ahead of the times bringing his revolutionary ideas closer to current issues. 

Music Viešoji 
koncertinė 
įstaiga 
„Banchetto 
musicale“, VšĮ 
„Brevis“ 
kamerinio choro 
studija 

38 "Blessed Be the 
Peacemakers" 

19:00 - 20:20 St. Kotryna Church 
(Vilnius str. 30)    

Vilnius City Municipal Choir "Jauna muzika" has prepared an exceptional 
programme dedicated to the 25th Anniversary of the Restoration of Independence 
of the Republic of Lithuania which will be performed together with the St. 
Christopher Chamber Orchestra (head – Donatas Katkus). Conductor - Egidijus 
Kaveckas. 

Music Choras „Jauna 
muzika“ 

39 Concert of a violinist 
Agnė Doveikaitė  

00:00 - 01:00 Vilnius Academy of 
Arts, Gothic Hall 
(Maironio str. 6)    

The winners of international competitions, violinist Agnė Doveikaitė and pianist 
Kęstutis Pavalkis, invite you to a concert of classical music. By joining different 
musical experiences Agnė and Kęstutis promise to surprise you not only with a 
special programme of classical music, but also with the sounds of the cinema 
movies. 

Music Agnė Doveikaitė 

40 „Artistai“ Concert 
under the Stars 

22:00 - 01:00  PUB "Artistai" (St. 
Casimir's str. 3)    

The cozy courtyard of “Artistai” attracts people with the sounds of music and 
invites to celebrate the “Culture Night” together for the ninth summer. 
Programme of the evening: 22:00 - 23:00 “Tribal Vibe” 23:00 - 00:00 “No Intro” 
00:00 - 01:00 “8 Levitate” 

Music Linas Kubekas 

41 "Trimitas" March 
Parade 

18:00 - 19:00  Vilnius Town Hall 
(Didžioji g. 31)    

The National Wind-Instrument Orchestra “Trimitas” will hold a concert at the will 
Town Hall of Vilnius: a cycle of marches created by contemporary Lithuanian 
composers for wind-instrument orchestra - the "Trimitas" March Parade - will be 
played. 

Music KĮ VPIO 
„Trimitas“ 
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 42 "The Music of 
Spheres" 

18:00 - 19:00  Inner courtyard of 
the Ministry of the 
Interior 
(Šventaragio str. 2)    

The Representative Wind-Instrument Orchestra of the Ministry of the Interior 
together with the winner of international competitions Rasa Vosyliūtė (violin) 
invite you to spend a night with "The Music of Spheres" in a unique space – the 
courtyard of the Ministry of Interior. Programme: pieces composed by Eduardas 
Balsys, Alfred Reed, Oliver Vespa, Philip Sparke. Conductor: Egidijus Miknius. 

Music Koncertinė 
įstaiga Lietuvos 
Respublikos 
vidaus reikalų 
ministerijos 
reprezentacinis 
pučiamųjų 
orkestras 

43 Concert “The Power 
of Italian Music” 

19:00 - 20:00  ilnius Town Hall 
(Didžioji str. 31)   
ilnius Town Hall 
(Didžioji str. 31)    

Music – a part of the Italian culture – is well-known to the whole world. We invite 
you to the concert “The Power of Italian Music” where you will hear the Italian 
music of different periods and genres. Italian music will be interpreted by: Ieva 
Kašėta (soprano) Nijolė Baranauskaitė (piano). 

Music Ieva Kašėta ir 
Nijolė 
Baranauskaitė 

44 "Musica Nocturna" 
under the domes of 
St. Johns' Church 

18:00 - 23:00 St. John's Church 
(Šv. Jono str. 12) 

In the heart of Vilnius University - St. John's Church - concerts of the king of 
instruments - organ, as well as mystical Gregorian chants will be held, inviting all 
real music lovers. The visitors will hear the interpretations of the legend about 
Gediminas castle, organ music of different ages, subtle tones of the chamber 
music and the unity of a choir performing Gregorian chants. 

Music Nacionalinė 
vargonininkų 
asociacija, VU 
Kamerinis 
orkestras, VU 
giedojimo 
mokykla „Schola 
Cantorum 
Vilnensis“ 

45 Concert "Musical 
Time Machine" 

22:00 - 23:00  Gallery "Kristina 
Norvilaitė" (Užupio 
str. 1)    

Concert "Musical Time Machine" Performers: Marija Geniušaitė and Viktorija 
Narvidaitė. In the programme: Marco Antonio Cesti, George Friderich Handel, 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mocart, Giacomo Pucinni, Jules Massenet, Claude Debussy, 
Francis Poulenc, Piotr Tchaikovsky, Franz Lehar, Feliksas Bajoras, Aleksandras 
Kačanauskas, Bronius Budriūnas, John Kander. 

Music Kristina 
Norvilaitė 

46 „Symphonia sacra“ 21:30 - 22:30 Vilnius Church of St. 
Lady Mary Bringing 
to Heaven (Trakų 
str. 9/1)    

The listeners of "Symphonia Sacra", together with the choir "Aidija" and ensemble 
"Affectus" will travel through this last great epoch, full of Christian faith. The 
programme includes pieces by G. Gabrieli, J. Pachelbel, H. Schutz, H. Purcell, M.A. 
Charpentier, A. Vivaldi, G.Ph.Telemann, G.F. Handel, and J.S. Bach. 

Music VšĮ „Aidija“ 

47 Night of Classical 
Music in St. 
Bartholomew's 
Church 

19:00 - 21:00   St. Bartholomew's 
Church (Užupio 
str.17)  

19:00 "The Magical Sounds of Harp". Performers: K.Yanov -Yanovska (harp) and 
D.Yanov- Yanovsky (cello). In the programme: J.S. Bach, E. Morricone, A. Piazzolla. 
20:00 "Eternal Classics". Performers: I. PLIAVGO (soprano) and "ARCHI QUARTETT" 
(V. Makrickienė, K. Morozova - violin, M. Makrickas - viola, M. Rutkauskas - cello). 
In the programme: J.S. Bach, W.A. Mozzart, G. Caccini. 

Music VšĮ „Meno 
manija“ 
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 48 "Journey in the Black 
and White Light" 

21:00 - 22:00   "Radisson Blue 
Astoria" (Didžioji 
str. 35/2) 

Four ladies invite you to the journey in the black and white cinema light. The 
programme will offer music from the films of the XX century. The performers and 
the films will take you to retro times. Performers: Sandra Junokaitė (narrator), 
Raimonda Janutėnaitė (mezzo-soprano), Gintė Kriščiūnaitė (violin), Nijolė 
Baranauskaitė (piano). 

Music Raimonda 
Janutėnaitė 

49 Belarusian blues and 
art evening 

20:00 - 00:00 "Užupis Caffee" 
(Užupio str. 2) 

Three music bands and two artists from Belarus will perform in "Užupis Caffee" 
and gladden Vilnius with their music and art! 

Music „StudAlliance" 

50 "Akivarai Square" 20:00 - 02:00 Inner courtyard of 
the bar "AKIVARAI" 
(A. Jakšto str. 5) 

"AKIVARAI SQUARE" – a night wandering in music and art. We will spread the 
wings of AKIVARAI square to the admirers of different art forms, to those looking 
for subtleties, mystique, energy floating in the air and mysterious impressions. You 
will be able to hear electronic music projects and whispers of avant-garde art 
spreading not only on the walls of the yard, but also in the sky. 

Music UAB 
“AKIVARAS“ 

51 Jazz under the Sky: 
"Light Jazz Trio" 

20:00 - 22:00  Salon-bar 
"Veranda" (Kęstučio 
str. 39) 

Jazz standards and improvisations under the sky! In the programme: Silvija 
Pankūnaitė – vocal; Vytautas Skudas – trumpet, flugelhorn; Paulius Zdanavičius – 
keyboards. 

Music Svetainė-baras 
„Veranda“ 

52 Concert "PLT" 19:00 - 21:30 Naugarduko str. 76 Vilnius is a multicultural city. Let’s hear the music composed by the Polish people 
living in Vilnius. "Kapela Wileńska" – Vilnius Polish city folk. "Kite Art" – The Best 
Young Lithuanian band of 2014. "Will'N'Ska" - alternative kardan SKA from Vilnius. 

Music Labdaros ir 
paramos fondas 
„VILNIAUS 
LENKŲ 
KULTŪROS 
NAMAI“ 

53 "Food for Art, Art for 
Food" 

20:00 - 02:00 Tymo Market 
(Aukštaičių str. / 
Maironio str.)    

"Open Kitchen" food market invites you to Jolita Vaitkutė's exhibition of drawings 
made of food and a chocolate portrait workshop. The night shadows of people will 
become chocolate portraits! The visitors of Tymo Market will also enjoy live music 
concerts: 20:00-21:00 "Midnight special" 22:00-23:00 "Aistė BrokenLeg" 00:00-
01:00 "Mood Sellers Band" 

Creative 
workshops 

„Open Kitchen" 

54 „ARTOTEKA“ 19:00 - 00:00 Šeimyniškių str. 23 Programme: 19:00 Dream kite workshop* 20:00 Kaleidoscope workshop* 21:00 
Dream catchers* 22:00 "Antikvariniai Kašpirovskio dantys" - live concert 
*registration by e-mail: info@artoteka.lt 

Creative 
workshops 

UAB 
„ARTOTEKA“ 

55 "Fairy Tales from the 
Basement: Jumping 
Jack, Five-minute, 
Honeycomb 
Fellowship and 
Renaissance 
Cinema!" 

19:00 - 00:00  "The Old Crafts 
Workshop" 
(Savičiaus str. 10)  

Shadow theatre play *, making of jumping jacks in historic costumes *, 
photography by the use of “five-minute” - an ancient photography method, 
making of the eternal friendship quilt, Renaissance cinema screening. * 
Registration required (by phone +370 5 2125169 or e-mail 
vdaa.dirbtuves@gmail.com) 

Creative 
workshops 

Agnė Žilinskaitė, 
Marija 
Navickaitė 
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 56 "Bubble Miracles" 19:00 - 23:00 Gallery "Aukso 
Avis" (Pilies str. 38) 

“Aukso Avis” invites you to remember your childhood and to flood the Old Town 
streets with soap bubbles! In the creative workshops the girls of “Pika Pika” will 
help you to create your dream bubble stick which you will be able to try out 
immediately. The number of participants is limited. 

Creative 
workshops 

„Aukso Avis“ 

57 "TRADITIONAL 
WHISTLE 
WORKSHOP" 

19:00 - 21:00 Pranciškonų str. 6 We invite you to try making a traditional whistle at the open ceramics workshop-
gallery in "Amatų Gildija". The secrets will be unveiled by ceramists Mindaugas 
Rutkauskas and Eglė Maziukaitė. 

Creative 
workshops 

VšĮ  „Amatų 
gildijos“ 

58 „Effect of us“ 20:00 - 23:00 S. Moniuška square This installation connects digital light art, sculpture and music. The work analyses 
human interrelationship and influences to each other. 

Interdisciplinary 
art 

Donatas Norušis 

59 "Let's Get Lost"  18:00 - 00:00 The meadow by the 
White Bridge 

The darker the night, the more difficult the labyrinth. Become the Alice in the 
Wonderland or Theseus in the Minotaur's labyrinth. Let yourself get lost in the 
labyrinth of one hundred square meters. Let yourself wander, let yourself make 
mistakes. 

Interdisciplinary 
art 

„Padirbtuvės" 

60 Insomnia at the "Arts 
Printing House" 

18:00 - 00:00  "Arts Printing 
House" (Šiltadaržis 
str. 6) 

The "Arts Printing House" is joining the non-sleeping city and offers its own 
interpretation of insomnia for those who dance (dance fights with "Low Air" 
teachers and students and dance shows), for those who watch (a programme of 
Lithuanian short films), for those who listen ("Radio theatre") and, finally, for those 
who do not sleep (a play for the whole family “Winds Mother” and an art 
installation). 

Interdisciplinary 
art 

„Menų 
spaustuvė"  

61 "Japanese Story of 
the Stars" 

21:00 - 22:00  Houses on Tauras 
Hill (former Palace 
of Labour Unions) 

"Japanese story of the stars" is an approximately one-hour long play – an 
interpretation of the traditional Japanese myth during which different Japanese 
arts and traditions (martial arts kendo and ninjutsu, the tea ceremony, calligraphy, 
the ancient technique of beauty massage and kimono - a traditional Japanese 
clothing) will be presented. 

Interdisciplinary 
art 

Japonijos 
agentūra 
„YUKARI" (UAB 
„Satinas“) 

62 "The Life and Death 
of a Humanities 
Student OR Be 
Smaller than a Poppy 
Seed" 

22:00 - 00:00 Inner courtyard of 
"Šiaurės Atėnai" 
and "Literatūra ir 
Menas" (Mėsinių 
str. 4)  

"The Life and Death of a Humanities Student OR Be Smaller than a Poppy Seed" is 
a new, never-shown before film, created in 2015 from several hundreds of 
drawings and texts of the author. 

Interdisciplinary 
art 

Marta Vosyliūtė  

63 "The Talking 
Sculptures of Vilnius" 

18:00 - 02:00 The Monument of 
Gediminas 
(Cathedral sq.) and 
other famous 
sculptures of Vilnius 

From now on, 15 sculptures in the Old Town of Vilnius will be able to call you by 
phone! Live, non-textbook personalities will tell you the things they are really 
interested in. The sculptures will address the passers-by using the voices of famous 
actors and texts written by acknowledged writers. 

Interdisciplinary 
art 

„Modernaus 
meno centras“ 
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 64 „reFORMAT VILNIUS“ 19:00 - 02:00 Gallery "Kalnas" 
(Krivių str. 10) 

Performance evening of the festival “reFORMAT VILNIUS”. We invite you to 
experience an intensive and extreme listening sessions and interactive 
communication pleasures. In the creative workshop “Contours” we will create a 
picture of the crowd from the silhouettes of people. Come to the gallery “Kalnas” 
in Užupis! Artists from the Scandinavian and Baltic countries will join the event. 

Interdisciplinary 
art 

Marija Griniuk 

65 "Let's Be Friends" 17:00 - 21:00 S. Moniuškos 
square 

The members and leaders of "NGO Confederation for Children" invite all their 
friends to come to S. Moniuška square, where we will sing, dance and see the craft 
works of children. Loud songs, fun dances and a close attention paid to the city 
visitors will embrace the participants of the feast, their parents and grandparents. 
Let’s make a unique "Culture Night" feast! 

Interdisciplinary 
art 

NVO „Vaikams" 
konfederacija 

66 The Square of Tibet – 
"House of Tibet" 

17:00 - 02:00 The Square of Tibet 
(Malūnų str.) 

A symbolic “House of Tibet” will be built in the Square of Tibet, in Užupis. From 
17:00 a group of artists will work in the square, creating a visualisation of home 
and improvising with the theme of Tibet. After it gets dark, from 22:00, a 
programme of short films about the saved and lost culture of Tibet will be 
presented. 

Interdisciplinary 
art 

Tibeto rėmimo 
grupė 

67 "Incense String 
Dance" 

Sesijų pradžia: 
20:00, 21:00 ir 
22:00 val. Sesijos 
trukmė 30 min. 

Music Innovation 
Studies Centre of 
LMTA (Gedimino 
av. 42) 

The smoke, coming from burning of archaic primordial substances in sound waves, 
becomes a string. The sounds spreading through fragrant smoke in a dimensional 
sound sphere and silence stimulate the synthesis of sensations. Registration is 
required www.hortusapertus.lt. 

Interdisciplinary 
art 

VšĮ „Hortus 
apertus“, LMTA 
Muzikos 
inovacijų studijų 
centras 

68 "Follow the Traces of 
SCENTS" (The 
Mysterious Route of 
Scents) 

20:00 – 00:00  "LeMuse" (Savičiaus 
str. 12) 

Try the profession of a perfume designer and follow the traces of scents until they 
turn into one fragrance. 10-12 objects that will make your nose work intensely. 
Literally. One smell per object: x fruit, y berry, z plant, w spice, i flower etc. The 
final object is a mixture of these scents – a perfume. Only natural materials are 
used. 

Interdisciplinary 
art 

UAB „Sveika 
kosmetika“ - 
www.MARMOZE
L.lt 

69 "The readings and 
the Cinema Club"   

19:00 - 21:00   The French Institute 
(Didžioji str. 1) 

The night at the French Institute: 19:00 - 20:30 "The readings of translators" 19:00 
- 21:00 "Cinema Club" - the night of advertising and culinary shows. 

Interdisciplinary 
art 

Prancūzų 
institutas 
Lietuvoje 

70 „Con tacon“                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          21:15 - 22:00                                                                          Flamenco dance 
studio "Šok 
Flamenko" (Jakšto 
str. 9 - 142) 

"Con tacon" in Spanish means "with a heal". The heal is very important for 
flamenco. The two dancers from "Šok flamenco" will show a performance where 
they explore the inner maps of life and search for connections and resonance that 
leads to the true essence of oneself. 

Interdisciplinary 
art 

Raima Drąsutytė 
ir Liucija 
Puidokaitė 

71 "Writers' Courtyard 
Opens up for Poetry" 

19:00 - 20:30 Lithuanian Writers' 
Union courtyard (K. 
Sirvydo str. 6) 

The legendary courtyard of the "Lithuanian Writers Union" will open the iron gate 
and invite you to the poetry evening. Talented and very talented, emerging and 
prominent, awarded and not yet, present and future authors of the "Lithuanian 
Writers Union" publishing house will read their works. The arrangement of the 
night includes live poetry accompanied by live music. 

Interdisciplinary 
art 

Lietuvos 
rašytojų 
sąjungos leidykla 
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 72 "Hanging" 18:00 - 02:00  The White Bridge   Visual installation above the river on the White Bridge. Visual arts kabom.lt ir 
montismagia.lt 

73 "Goodbye Elyza!" 23:00 - 01:00 Pylimo str. 64  Graffiti artists, designers, street artists, photographers, illustrators and animators 
will design contextual gif-fities (or gif-murals) on the wall in the outskirts of the Old 
Town. The "Vilnius Street Art Festival" invites you to observe the interpretations of 
the area's spirit presented by various artists in one minute moving image 
projections. 

Visual arts „Vilnius Street 
Art“ festival 

74 "Migration" 18:00 - 23:00 Vilnelė river, in 
front of "Užupis 
cafe" (Užupio str. 2)    

The installation "Migration", made of moving objects, appearing on the river 
stream, will be best observed from Užupis Bridge, connecting Užupis and the Old 
Town. Glowing with coin scales and dancing on the waves, the objects stimulate 
thoughts on the destiny of the Lithuanian currency. The author of the installation: 
artist Irina Kostina. 

Visual arts Dailininkė Irina 
Kostina 

75 "The Meadow of 
Spheres" 

20:00 - 02:00 The meadow by the 
White Bridge    

“The Meadow of Spheres” is an installation of spheres of 1.6 m in diameter and 3 
chairs with a table, symbolizing our modern day world while the cardboard 
represents the road we should be moving towards: recycling and renewal. The 
global problems of energy consumption, its resources and demographical 
processes are now as important as never before. 

Visual arts Justinas 
Kudzmanas 

76 "The Art Cells" 18:00 - 01:00  Vilnius Academy of 
Art, „Titanic“, the 
New Palace, the Old 
Palace 

“Art Cells 2015” is the annual “opening” of Vilnius Academy of Art to the public of 
“Culture Night”. “Cells” are not only the expositional spaces of VAA, but also 
various “behind the scenes”, “bowels”, “corners” and “shelters”, where visitors 
can see a number of exhibitions, activities, events, actions, processes, 
performances, retrospectives, laboratories, concerts, etc. 

Visual arts Vilniaus dailės 
akademija 

77 "The Kite of 
Insomnia"  

19:00 - 01:00  „Vilnius Picture 
Gallery“ (Didžioji 
str. 4)    

A cycle of art and music performances, “The Kite of Insomnia”, invites the public to 
visit an exhibition dedicated to the 100th anniversary of Algirdas Petrulis’ birth, to 
take a look at the unique exposition of Lithuanian art and to participate in 
theatralized concerts of the most talented young soloists of the Lithuanian 
National Opera and Ballet Theatre “Musical Midnight Dates” (at 19:00 and 20:00). 

Visual arts Lietuvos dailės 
muziejus 

78 Awoken "Svema“ 19:00 - 02:00 "Companys" 
(Vokiečių str. 15) 

The modern world seeks for perfection. Shining magazines are decorated with 
flawlessly retouched images that remind one of the sterility of the operating room. 
The virtual space is overloaded with sickly sweet and colourful mobile phone 
pictures. Tonight we've awoken a totally different "vintage" sleeping beauty, a 
monochromatic film "Svema". 

Visual arts Inga Dinga & 
Ramūnas 
Danisevičius 

79 „DINA“ 21:00 - 22:00 Culture bar "Kablys" 
(Kauno str. 5); 
second floor hall. 

An experimental audio and theater solo play based on H. Wassmo "Dina's book". Visual arts Irma 
Bogdanovičiūtė 
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 80 What happens during 
the "Culture Night"? 

19:00 - 23:00  The State Small 
Theatre of Vilnius 
(Gedimino av. 22)    

Take a photo of the "Culture Night" event you like the best! Add a hastag 
#kulturosnaktis #fotokablys – UPLOAD the photo on Facebook or Instagram – 
BRING the photo (in your camera, tablet or phone) to the State Small Theatre of 
Vilnius (Gedimino av. 22) or finally – SEND it by e-mail: info@fotokablys.lt – INVITE 
the other visitors to join you! 

Visual arts Klubas 
„FOTOKABLYS“ 

81 "Young designer 
2015"  

18:00 - 01:00 Vilnius Academy of 
Art, "Titanic" 
exhibition hall 
(Maironio str. 3; 1st 
floor)    

The exhibition "Young designer 2015" will present this year's best works of design 
students, selected from all the institutions of higher education in Lithuania. The 
visitors will see the projects of the students of graphic and fashion design.  

Visual arts Vilniaus dailės 
akademijos 
Dizaino inovacijų 
centras 

82 9th international 
biennale of textile 
miniatures „Iš dėžės / 
Out of the Box“ 

18:00 – 22:00  Aušros Vartų str. 7 The gallery of the union of Lithuanian artists, "ARKA", will open the ninth 
international biennale of textile miniatures „Iš dėžės / Out of the Box“. Famous 
Lithuanian and foreign craftsmen of textile will show their works, together with 
the young artists - last year students of Vilnius Academy of Art. During the opening 
ceremony, the organizers will introduce the artists and their works, a special 
interactive performance produced for this event will take place, the visitors will 
have an opportunity to communicate with the coordinators and the participants 
and find out more on an informative tour through the exhibition. 

Visual arts VšĮ „ARKOS“ 
dailės galerija 

83 "The Parisian Night" 18:00 - 00:00 Vytautas Kasiulis 
Art Museum (A. 
Goštauto str. 1) 

Vytautas Kasiulis Art Museum invites the visitors to an unforgettable show of 
music and art, “The Parisian Night”. The museum exposition and exhibition 
“Alfonsas Dargis: Notes of the Imagination” will be open for visitors free of charge; 
moreover, the visitors will be able to listen to concerts (at 20:00 and 22:00 
o’clock), take on tours (at 19:00 and 21:00 o’clock) and participate in educational 
activities (at 18:00 and 21:00 o’clock) which will take place in the museum. 

Visual arts Lietuvos dailės 
muziejus 

84 "In Another's Shoes" 18:00 - 22:00  K. Sirvydo square If we could walk in another's shoes even for a moment, we would become more 
patient, sensible and tollerant. During the "Culture Night" the characters of the 
installation will step into each other's shoes and try to understand each other. 

Visual arts Elžbieta 
Jankovska-
Bortkevič 

85 "Literally" 18:00 - 22:00  The House of Polish 
Culture 
(Naugarduko str. 
76)    

Works depicting metaphors and proverbs (expressions that should not be 
understood literally) are attempts to see our everyday language from the point of 
view of a child or a foreigner trying to become familiar with our language and 
cultural subtleties. 

Visual arts Elžbieta 
Jankovska-
Bortkevič 

86 "A City - a Secret" 18:00 - 02:00  St. Casimir's str. Two representatives of different creative areas, Ilona Miknevičiūtė and Amalia 
Ramanankirahina, who came to Vilnius from France, were united by their wish to 
share their experience in Lithuania and, in a joint project, to reveal the personified 
relation between the passers-by and a street of Vilnius. 

Visual arts Ilona 
Miknevičiūtė ir 
Amalia 
Ramanankirahin
a 
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 87 "Light Graffiti in the 
Night" 

22:30 - 01:00  Švarco str. 2 (the 
fence of the 
Embassy of France) 

"Light Graffiti studio" will set out in an open air. We will play with light and create 
the most unexpected drawings. We will make and capture images of light in front 
of a photo lens. Visitors will be able to make their own light photo - their own art 
work. Let’s light up the night with light graffiti! 

Visual arts VšĮ „Terra 
Publica“ 

88 "Money: Interesting 
Facts and Secrets" 

19:00 - 01:00 Money Museum of 
the Bank of 
Lithuania (Totorių 
str. 2/8) 

The Money Museum is inviting to an event "Money: Interesting Facts and Secrets". 
Visitors will be invited to take part in informative tours, during which they will find 
out what was the national currency in 1918 after the restoration of Lithuanian 
independence on the 16th of February, what does the Italian word “banco” mean, 
which country used to use salt instead of money etc. 

Visual arts Lietuvos banko 
Pinigų muziejus 

89 "Secrets of Restored 
Objects and 
Archaeological Vault" 

18:00 - 23:00   Museum of Applied 
Art (Arsenalo str. 
3A) 

18:00 Opening of the exhibition “Before… and After…” by Pranas Gudynas. All the 
works restored at the Restoration Centre. 19:00 – 20:30 demonstration of practical 
restoration and research. Only for one night we open the archaeological vault of 
the museum to the visitors. Museum guides will reveal the secrets of the Old 
Arsenal at 19:00, 20:00, 21:00. 

Visual arts Lietuvos dailės 
muziejus 

90 "At the Restored 
Palace of Duke 
Jonušas Radvila – 
New Art Museum" 

18:00 - 01:00  Museum of the 
Radvilas Palace 
(Vilniaus str. 24)  

In the middle of 17c. the palace of Grand Hetman of the Grand Duchy and Vilnius 
Voivode, Jonušas Radvila, was famous for ornate interiors and for the Western 
European fine art collection. Unfortunately, prosperity of the palace didn't last 
long... We invite the visitors of "Culture Night" for a session of sightseeing and 
educational activities. 

Visual arts Lietuvos dailės 
muziejus 

91 "Freely Hanging Paint 
of Sounds" 

20:00 - 00:00   UAI "Galera" 
(Užupio str. 2A) 

Aliens will be flying around, the stars will be shining and we will sit bathing in 
sound waves and ... paint. 20:00 Opening of an art exhibition in Užupis Art 
Incubator "Galera". Participants: Danielius Rusys, Adelė Liepa Kaunaitė, Vytautas 
Kaunas, Goda Lukaitė, Nojus Petrauskas. Concert: Austėja Lukaitė, Gražina 
Zalatorienė. 22:00 Concert in the courtyard with "Zulu" and "Journey of Mintyria". 

Visual arts Goda Lukaitė, 
Adelė Liepa 
Kaunaitė, 
Danielius Rusys 

92 „Votai“ 18:00 - 02:00 Gallery "Terra 
recognita" (Stiklių 
str. 7) 

"Terra recognita" presents the installation of sculpture objects "Votai" by Saulius 
Vaitiekūnas. The artist uses the rocks from the Baltic Sea and the fields, silver. 

Visual arts Saulius 
Vaitiekūnas 

93 "Insulator" 19:00 - 23:00  Space under the 
roof near the café 
of the 
Contemporary Art 
Centre (Vokiečiai 
str. 2) 

Have you ever wondered how the disabled truly live in the nursing home in 
Lithuania? An exhibition of the association “Lithuanian National Forum of the 
Disabled” opens the door to the unknown and mysterious space, overgrown with 
myths - the reality of those people, who live separated, according to the schedule, 
rhythm, routine created by the system. It is an artificial space in which the only 
thing that is left from a person and his life is only… an illusion. 

Visual arts Asociacija 
„Lietuvos 
neįgaliųjų 
forumas“ 

94 Exhibition of 
Photography 
"European Sky" 

20:00 - 00:20  Išganytojo str. 2 / 
Bokšto str. 4 

Different and at the same time so similar lines of the cities in Europe climb into the 
European sky: lines of the temples, churches, houses, sculptures and trees. 
Belgium, France, Germany, Estonia, Poland or Lithuania – every country has 
characteristic contours and ambitions to reach for the highest heights. 

Visual arts Asociacija "Rusų 
kultūros 
centras" 
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 95 "Night Calligraphy" 17:00 - 22:00  "Ramių Bičių" ART 
STUDIO (Žemaitijos 
str. 11)    

During the "Night Calligraphy" workshop you will be introduced to the art of fine 
writing and will be able to try it for yourself! From classical writing with hand-cut 
quills to experiments with different calligraphy means. Tonight ink will flow freely! 

Visual arts „Ramių Bičių 
MENŲ STUDIJA“ 

96  
"Near and Far" at the 
gallery of Lithuanian 
National Commission 
for UNESCO 

18:00 - 23:00   The Gallery of the 
Lithuanian National 
Commission for 
UNESCO (St. John's 
str. 11) 

The Lithuanian National Commission for UNESCO gallery's visitors will hear J.V. 
Tūras impressions from the pilgrimage walk on Camino de Santiago. They will see 
the documentary "I Dream of Walking", discover Altai region with Oksana 
Judakova and Vytautas Almanis and find out more about one-year world 
exploration journey and project "Without Borders" while visiting Asian countries. 

Visual arts Milda 
Valančiauskienė, 
Marija 
Strazdaitė 

97 "Old Town Palette"  18:00 - 00:00  "RA" Workshop / 
Gallery 
(Pranciškonų str. 8)     

The painting exhibition by Aistė Gabrielė Černiūtė and Rūta Eidukaitytė will 
present the latest "Dažiažmogiai" ("Paint People") and Vilnius city views. 
"Dažiažmogiai" are like colour actors in the green scenery of Vilnius. They will be 
waiting for you at the workshop/gallery "RA". 

Visual arts Aistė Gabrielė 
Černiūtė 

98 LRT: "Image. Sound. 
Music" 

18:00 - 02:00 Square by S. Neries 
gymnasium 

LRT: "Image. Sound. Music"- screenings of the most popular TV shows of "LRT 
Culture". 

Visual arts VšĮ „Lietuvos 
nacionalinis 
radijas ir 
televizija“ 

99 "Audrius Bagočius 
and the Jewelry" 

18:00 - 22:00 "Užupis Gallery" 
(Užupio str. 3) 

The exhibition of jewelry of Audrius Bagočius in "Užupis Art Gallery". Visual arts Užupio galerija 

100 „Imaginary star life“ 19:00 - 23:00 Lithuanian Theatre, 
Music and Cinema 
Museum (Vilniaus 
str. 41) 

Exhibition of conceptual aromas dedicated to the “stars” of the pre-war and 
interwar independent Lithuania. 

Visual arts Aistis 
Mickevičius/FU
MparFUM 

101 "A NIGHT AT 
POTTER’S 
WORKSHOP" 

19:00 - 21:00 S. Skapo str. 3-34 "Night at Potter’s Workshop" is a great opportunity to see and find out more 
about one of the oldest pottery crafts in Lithuania. In an open workshop organised 
by "Amatų Gildija" the pottery craft will be demonstrated, visitors will be able to 
see pots being made and moulded. 

Visual arts VšĮ „Amatų 
gildija“ 

102 Dance Performance 
"And Everything 
Went Well" 

19:00-19:30 / 
20:00-20:30 / 
21:00-21:30 

K. Sirvydas square  The play was inspired by the performance of John Lennon and Yoko Ono “Bed In”. 
An every-day space filled with reminders, from “buy some food” to “I love you”, 
was chosen for the duet. The reminders not only fill the household of the couple, 
but also their everyday lives. How to free yourself from every-day disputes and 
open up to each other making the home a space of harmony? 

Dance Šokio teatras 
„PADI DAPI“ 

103 "Choice: Left to 
Right" 

21:30 - 23:00 V. Kudirka square A non-standard dance performance about the freedom of choice. The name itself 
reveals the subject of this performance - the freedom of choice - which remains 
and will always remain important. What is your choice: left, right or left to right? 

Dance Viktoras Zujevas 
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 104 Flamenco Dance and 
Drum Show "Ritmo 
Afro Flamenco" 

22:30 - 23:30   Šventaragis valley A unique joint musical-choreographic project of flamenco dance studio 
"FLAMENKO.LT" and the Drum School "DRUM FEVER". A great number of artists 
have united for the "Culture Night" to give Vilnius citizens an original live flamenco 
dance and drum show "RITMO AFRO FLAMENCO". 

Dance Flamenko šokių 
studija 
„FLAMENKO.LT“ 
ir DRUM FEVER 
būgnų mokykla 

105 "Cinema under the 
stars": Short Films 
from Scandinavian 
Countries 

22:00 - 00:00 Courtyard of the 
Contemporary Art 
Centre (Vokiečių 
str. 2) 

Short films from Norway, Denmark and Sweden will be presented to the public. Cinema Živilė Pipiraitė 

106 "On the Way to the 
Dock" 

20:00 - 21:00 The State Small 
Theatre of Vilnius 
(Gedimino av. 22)    

The State Small Theatre of Vilnius invites you to see a film directed by Ramunė 
Sakalauskaitė. The film “On the Way to the Dock” is dedicated to one of the most 
famous contemporary theatre directors Rimas Tuminas. In the documentary, the 
author aims to reveal the uniqueness of the R. Tuminas’ theatre kitchen and the 
special flavor of the rehearsals led by him. 

Cinema Vilniaus mažasis 
teatras 

107 "Cinema under the 
Stars in Pilaitė!" 

22:00 - 00:00  By the creative 
workshop 
"Beepart" (Vydūno 
str. 0)    

Cinema under the stars in Pilaitė near the creative workshop “Beepart” (Vydūno g. 
0). We will show you a Lithuanian film „Redirected / Už Lietuvą!“. 

Cinema VšĮ „Kūrybinės 
dirbtuvės 
Beepart“  

108 "Reviving Čiurlionis 
on Screen" 

19:30 – 00:30  House of M. K. 
Čiurlionis (Savičiaus 
str. 11) 

The visitors of “Culture Night” are invited to the historic XVI century Old Town 
house in Savičiaus street where M. K. Čiurlionis lived in 1907–1908. Here they will 
be able to see several films about M. K. Čiurlionis. The programme consists of films 
created by such directors as A. Žebriūnas, J. Vaitkus, B. Talačka, Š. Nakas, R. Mullan 
in which M. K. Čiurlionis is revived.  

Cinema M. K. Čiurlionio 
namai 

109 “From Vilnius to 
Tbilisi and Back” 

18:15 – 22:15  Memorial 
Apartment-
Museum of V. 
Krėvė-Mickevičius 
(Tauro str. 10-1) 

18:15 – Introduction before the flight; 18:30 – Vilnius – “Flight over Lithuania” (8 
min); “Flying over Blue Fields” (20 min); 19:15 – Tbilisi – “Apostle of Ruins” (18 
min); 19:50 – Khachapuri break at the Airport (30 min.); 20:20 – Tbilisi – “Ramin” 
(58 min); 21:35 – Vilnius – “Fogs of Fogs” (20 min); 22:15 – The end. 

Cinema Vladas 
Turčinavičius 

110 Synthesis of dance 
and circus "The 
Dream of a Ridiculous 
Man" 

22:00; 00:00 (po 20 
min.)  

Cathedral Square, 
near the 
Monument of 
Gediminas    

Fantasies according to the short story by Fyodor Dostoyevsky "The Dream of a 
Ridiculous Man". Music: Murcof, Erik Truffaz. Participants: Valerija Gneuseva, 
Laima Servaite, Konstantin Kosovec, Andrius Kavaliauskas. 

Other Konstantin 
Kosovec 

111 UPTOWN MARKET. 
We <3 Summer. 

18:00 - 02:00  The Courtyard of 
Arts Factory "Loft" 
(Švitrigailos str. 29) 

The most talented Lithuanian designers, craftmakers and the architects of style 
and of other beautiful stuff will load a spectacular suitcase of items and 
impressions for your summer season and present it in the UPTOWN MARKET The 
end of the market will be marked by concerts of Jurgis Didžiulis and the Polish 
vintage rock band "Organek". 

Other Algina 
Navickaitė 
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 112 VILNIUS FEATHER: 
"The Night 
Badminton" 

22:00 - 01:00  By Žvėrynas 
Pedestrian Bridge 

It is much more interesting to play badminton when it is dark outside. The visitors 
of the "Culture Night" will be offered special shining equipment (rackets and 
shuttlecocks) and invited to the special badminton courts by the Žvėrynas 
Pedestrian Bridge. 

Other Vilniaus 
Plunksna 

113 "Shining Anonymous 
Swings" 

21:00 - 01:00 Under the White 
Bridge    

Celebrating its 2 year birthday the "anonymous [swings] fund" invites you to try 
the shining swing sets under the White Bridge! Swing carefully! 

Other anoniminis[sūpy
nių]fondas 

114 "URBINGO" - Explore 
the City! 

20:00 - 22:00  Dragon's Meadow 
(the crossing on 
Krokuvos str. and 
Giedraičių str.)    

Presentation of a city game "URBINGO". Players will have a chance to try hunting 
for new locations and surprising facts in Šnipiškės district. You will pick game cards 
with the city views, search for them and find new ones. Creators of the game, 
"Laimikis.lt", invite curious city adventurers to stroll around Šnipiškės. 

Other VšĮ „Laimikis.lt“ 

115 Culture bar "Kablys" 17:00 - 02:00 Culture bar "Kablys" 
(Kauno str. 5) 

The culture bar "Kablys" is traditionally opening its halls for visitors of the "Culture 
night": 17:00 - Skate and Bmx contest in the Skate park "Kablys night jam" 21:00 - 
A play by "Ba.La", "Duobė" ("The pit") 19:00 - Mono performance accompanied 
with music -"Kelionė" ("The trip") - based on the poetry of J. Vaičiūnaitė (the 
second floor hall) 21:00 - An experimental mono performance "DINA", based on 
the novel by H. Wassmo "Dina's Book" (the second floor hall) 23:00 "Garage 
Murder #9"(Bar hall) DJs: Justicious, Outflow, Orfeo. 

Other Kultūros baras 
„Kablys“ 

116 „Europe is our home“ 20:00 – 00:00  The corner on 
Gediminas avenue 
and Vilniaus str.    

You are the only missing part in the photo of the European family! Come alone, 
pad along in a pair, bring your grandma or a faithful friend Mops with you, invite 
your neighbours, come together with cute strangers that you've met in the 
„Culture Night“ and take a picture with the large European family. 

Other URM 

117 Cultural Refreshment 
Innitiative "Once 
Upon a Time at 
Marija Šlapelienė’s 
Lithuanian 
Bookstore…" 

18:00 - 01:00  House-Museum of 
Marija and Jurgis 
Šlapeliai (Pilies str. 
40) 

A unique opportunity to go back to the past of Vilnius! Only here, in the authentic 
house-museum of Marija and Jurgis Šlapeliai, you will have an exceptional 
opportunity to: visit an antique tea house in a bookstore; read unique publications 
of the past; hear and tell true and imagined stories; gamble in an improvised radio 
theatre. 

Other VšĮ „Meno 
ekspansija“, 
Marijos ir Jurgio 
Šlapelių namas-
muziejus 

118 "A Night in the 
Prosecutor's Office" 

20:00 - 00:00 Rinktinės str. 5A Law enforcement as a part of the civil culture. The main idea of the event is to 
develop and nurture the civil culture. When the citizens aren't able to solve their 
problems peacefully among themselves, various law enforcement institutions are 
involved. In such cases, the prosecutor's office performs a very important role in 
the civil culture. 

Other LR Generalinė 
prokuratūra 

119 "A Night with the 
Army" 

19:00 - 00:00 Ministry of National 
Defence (Totorių 
str. 25) 

Musical programme in the authentic White Hall of the Ministry of National 
Defence is waiting for you: the performance of Military Orchestra, cadet dance, 
demonstration of the 14c. and contemporary military accoutrements and guns, 
videos and photos from military practice, introduction to a variety of military 
service! 

Kita Krašto apsaugos 
ministerija, 
Lietuvos 
kariuomenė 
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 120 Library: "Forget the 
Silence"  

18:00 - 00:00  Vilnius University 
Library 
(Universiteto str. 3)    

Twilight, mysterious sounds and shadows of the coming night, in the corridors of 
VU Library will leave an indelible impression and help to fell into historical stories. 
The tours will take place at 18:00, 19:30, 21:00 and 22:30. Registration is required. 
More information can be found on the website: www.mb.vu.lt. The number of 
participants is limited. 

Other Vilniaus 
universiteto 
biblioteka 

121 "A Century of 
Innovation: 
Traditions of 
Nutrition of the XIX 
century" 

19:00 - 22:00 Jewish Culture and 
Information Centre 
(Mėsinių str. 3A) 

We invite all the residents and guests of Vilnius to listen to a lecture about the 
history of mass caterers that operated in Vilnius in the XIX century, the quality of 
food and to know where and what food was usually bought by the residents of 
Vilnius. Moreover, at the same time the visitors will be introduced to the subtleties 
of traditional Jewish kitchen, Jewish recipes and ways of cooking. 

Other Žydų kultūros ir 
informacijos 
centras  

122 "The Live Library" 18:00 - 22:00  L. Stuokos - 
Gucevičiaus square 

"The Live Library” challenges you and invites you to meet face to face with your 
stereotypes and prejudice. The principle of "The Live Library" is very simple: meet 
with the prejudice and stereotypes you have. You don’t have to talk about the 
negative influence of stereotypes, just meet with them… And tell them – that’s it, 
I've had enough, I’m leaving you! 

Other Všį „Nacionalinis 
socialinės 
integracijos 
institutas“ 

123 "Green Light for 
Information!" 

18:00 – 21:00   Skroblų str. 10 We invite you to become familiar with the world of the blind in an educational 
tour in the Lithuanian Library for the Blind (blindfold and not only!), to write in 
Braille, to become familiar with the Lithuanian History Museum of the Blind and its 
touchable exhibits, to hear and see a fashion show, popular animation films with 
sound commentary and to try the job of an announcer! 

Other Lietuvos aklųjų 
biblioteka 

124 Secret Bookstore 
"The Black Dog" 

18:00 - 23:00  Tauro str. 10-3 Memorial museums are definitely not only the guardians of the past! In the 
Memorial Apartment Museum of V. Mykolaitis-Putinas you will find pleasant 
surprises, interesting activities and will be able to listen to the concert of the bard 
Gytis Ambrazevičius and percussionist Martynas Nugaras. 

Other V. Mykolaičio-
Putino 
memorialinis 
butas-muziejus 

125 "Christian Unity" 19:00 - 02:00   Bookstore "Katalikų 
pasaulis" 
(Šventaragio str. 4) 

The "Katalikų pasaulis” bookstore invites you to the “Christian Unity” night. 
Participants: priests of different Christian denominations, pastors, worship groups. 
We are looking forward to see you all! 

Other Knygynas 
„Katalikų 
pasaulis“ 

126 Experimental 
Archeology - "A 
Bridge to the Past" 

21:00 - 01:00  Lazdynų Pelėda 
square  

Reconstructors of the past – the clubs “Pajauta” and “Kovarnis” and the post-folk 
group “Obelija" – invite the residents of Vilnius to travel to the past in a carriage of 
time! In the Lazdynų Pelėda square you will meet with peace-loving craftsmen 
who will introduce you to the past households and songs and accompany to an 
adventure, searching for stoned medieval warriors of Lithuania in the Old Town 
cellars. 

Other Eksperimentinės 
Archeologijos 
klubas 
„Pajauta �“ 
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 127 "Flying Shuttles 
Nicely Shoot, Thin 
Thread Doesn't Hurt" 

19:00 – 01:00  Anastazija and 
Antanas 
Tamošaičiai Gallery 
"Židinys" in Vilnius 
Academy of Arts 
(Dominikonų str. 
15/1) 

The visitors will see the traditional Lithuanian clothes or their copies. They will be 
able to observe the process of fabric weaving by using the rural traditional 
weaving loom and try it out themselves. "URTĖ" club quilting exhibition will be 
opened. The concert of the improvisational folklore and bard style songs will be 
performed from 20:00 to 21:00 by Rasuolė ("Riedanti Saulė" band member). 

Other Laimutė 
Lukoševičienė, 
Ramutė Raciūtė 

128 Theatrical Show 
"CORSETS AND 
BRUSTHALTERS: 
Golden Age Female 
Undergarment 
Fashion" 

21:00 - 23:00   Inner courtyard of 
„Braškės Butukas“ 
(Pilies str. 32)  

INTER WAR PERIOD FASHION: exposition of 20c. 3rd-4th decade female 
undergarment. Theatrical presentation of historical female lingerie collection 
"CORSETS AND BRUSTHALTERS". Photography exhibition. Cheerful atmosphere of 
the 1920s and 1930s. 

Other Antikvaro 
salonas „Braškės 
Butukas“ 

 


